ARACI, Ismael Emre ,  Microfluidic  VLSI femtoliter assays, June 14 2013

This is a grad student talk in Clark S360 at noon on Friday,  June 14 2013.

First speaker was Jack Chai qv  in Alex Dunn's lab on zebrafish.
This is the second talk.

title is  Microfluidic very large  scale integration  9M VLSI  for femtoliter bioanaly chem..

he goes by  the name of Emre  (pro  M ray)  (that is his middle name.)

he researches  mVLSI  m = microfluidic;

get 1 M control elements in a single chip

get hi thruput incr sensit and dynamic range for digit bio

smaller volume...

OUTLINE

first will present mLSI  large scale integration  m = microfluidic
then mVLSI

slide 1:  mLSI...

key element is a rubber valve..a silicone rubber PDMS  valve fabricaiton

it uses a mold  of two  plastic/ rubber elements to get  channels  and control...

he shows  cured  "A"  rich elastomer  structure  and  cured "B" rich elastomer structure...

want a flow channel that can be controlled...

like stepping on a hose... by  deforming  the control channel of the valve..

the VALVE is the fundamental component...

have  Valves,  Pumps,  rotary mixers and multiplexer...


when you have lots, u call them  mLSI  =  microfluidic...

see Flowdyne...  dynamic array chip


see Liu in Analyt Chem  in 2003

had 400 chambers.. can do 400 independ reactions!


he shows  eg  primers coming in and various templates coming in...

****  now, how to transition to mVLSI************


go from  100  micron channels to , say,  5 micron channels  to get  1M  chambers...

he shows  model that he uses (with Young's modulus  to  determine 
deforming pressure  needed to create a valve...

to get to smaller valve sizes you need thinner membranes...

try to create small PDMS films...

he shows challenges of making  thinner, smaller vales...  problems with spin coating...

trying to fine tune the fabrication conditions  to get to  8 micron by 8 micron  valve size...

has to do with  crosslinker ratio  of  plastic/ rubber.. to make
 monolithic, multilayer  elastomer structure...
optimal was  1 to 10  ratio  to get  good actuation pressure of the valve...

they have made  4 micron  valves  that actuate at 30 psi...


he shows open and closed valves...

at  4 microns... that is 1M control elemets per cm**2

then tracked beads to make sure that the valves were leak free  (yes, they were)...
 no flow when valve was closed)


alignment must be precise...


what is the FUTURE of this:

single molecule counting!...

detct single bio-molecules  in small reaction chambers
 via amplification eg for PCR or for ELIS for proteins
or for  MDA for genes...


see Rissin in Nature Biotech in 2010  and Ottesen in Science in 2006...


Rissin is an example... reached 50 attomolar  sensit...  but not  fully integrated.

these are single use devices.

We can solve all these problems!

new design for digital biology...


he shows video....  two parallel channels...

used  beta galacosidase.... and had it act on a fluorescent substrate...  when added to galactose...

he shows time trace of each of 400 chambers...

at 200 femtomolar  then  most chanbers have NO enzyme  and
 the rest have one single copy of the enzyme...

*****
Reusability of the chips...

alternate between buffer  (and look at histogram)
and then high concentration analyte... and go back and forth to see if there is hysteresis...  no...
it IS reusable...

next goal... try to measure stochastic gene expression in single cells and
response to an inducer...


use E coli...  look at gene expression bursts from a single cell
see  Cai et al ...in Nature in 2006..

hwo does cell respond to an inducer...

put e coli into the chambers  and watch them express  beta galactosidase...

he is in Stephen Quake's lab...

